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Topic MT: Personnel scheduling during pandemics
The COVID19 pandemic is a new challenge in 2020 for the complete world; it has required many companies to go into lockdown for some weeks in 2020 due to fast spreading and unknown effects of the
virus. Others, such as the health service, have been continuing to operate despite the threat of infection. A main lever for risk minimization is the limitation of contact with other humans; therefore contact limitations have been enforced wherever possible. In the health service and later in other industries, new policies for contactless collaboration and personnel scheduling have been introduced. While
home office works for most administrative tasks, operational tasks such as patient care or logistical
operations have to be undertaken “on-site”. Adapted scheduling approaches are required to minimize
risks while fulfilling the current demand for workforce.
The objectives of this thesis are to…
- introduce special requirements for personnel scheduling during a pandemic from academical
and practical sources,
- provide an overview of academical work scheduling models taking the new requirements into
account,
- to extend a personnel scheduling model to take new requirements into account,
- to implement an academical example of the model in Ampl or another programming language,
- to provide open research gaps and future trends.
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